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DIRECTORY OF NORTH AMERICAN collections OF OLD AND RARE JAPANESE
BOOKS OTHER PRINT MATERIALS AND manuscripts

toshie marra
hideyuki morimoto
reiko yoshimura

university of california los angeles
columbia university
smithso
nian institution
Art Authur M sackler gallery smithco
smithsonian
treer gallery of
freer
ofartauthur
artauthur

introduction
in february 2001 the subcommittee on japanese rare book cataloging guidelines under the CEAL
committee on japanese materials with toshie marra chair hideyuki morimoto and reiko
yoshimura as members conducted a survey access to japanese old and rare materials in
academic libraries and museums in north america in order to investigate the availability and
cataloging status of the north american collections of old and rare japanese publications
manuscripts and single sheet items maps prints etc that were produced before the introduction of
machine printing in the early meiji period 1868
1912
18681912
from various lists the subcommittee
members identified 115 institutions possibly holding such materials A survey form was directly sent
to these institutions by email via individual librarians and curators in charge of japanese collections
or institutions web masters or by mail when email addresses of contact persons were not available
among the 44 responding i institutions
nc luding 11 useums
c ollectively reported h
nstitutions 3 2 i ncluding
olding 0of
museums
olding
in
over 42000 volumes of old and rare japanese printed booksmanuscripts
books manuscripts and 17000 single sheet
items many of which remain inaccessible in online union catalogs such
CLC W
Cat a nd
such aa s O
World
w
orldcat
0 CLC
orldcat
RLIN

recognizing that it would be notably a time and resource consuming venture for each holding
institution to make all these old and rare materials accessible by means of cataloging and also that
libraries and museums often apply different modes of organization and access to their resources the
subcommittee considered a transitory alternative solution that would somehow improve
accessibility to these specialized resources this was the basic conception for the present project of
compiling and widely distributing a directory of north american collections of old and rare japanese
books and print materials so that anyone interested in studying these materials could contact the
appropriate persons at specific holding institutions consequently in fall 2002 the subcommittee
conducted another survey survey on japanese rare book and material collection in north america
through which we collected a variety of useful information including contact persons description of
collections of old and rare japanese materials the material availability for research and reproduction
and the availability of online access as well as printed catalogs and other relevant publications on
these collections

the 2002

survey received a total of 53 responses seven reported not holding any collections of old
and rare japanese materials 43 23 academic institutions 14 museums and one personal collection
in addition to the library of congress national library of medicine and 3 collections from of the
new york public library reported holding such collections and were willing to participate in the
present directory project and three reported holding these materials without however being able to
participate in the project at this time of the 14 museums listed in the directory four are affiliated
68

with academic universities
it should also be mentioned that three rare collection holding
institutions that had participated in the 2001 survey did not respond at this time to summarize the
two surveys 491 institutions including 18 museums and one person in north america declared
holding collections of old and rare japanese books manuscripts andor single sheet items produced
before the introduction of machine printing while neither of these two recent surveys confirmed
2
four2
foura
availability of such collections it was reported that at least four more institutions hold these
materials as well thus it can be assumed that at least 53 north american institutions including 19
museums hold collections of old and rare japanese materials in a variety of scale and characteristics

through the 2002 survey 43 collections collectively reported holding of at least 57888 volumes of
old and rare japanese printed books and manuscripts and 38872 single sheet items the reason
why the total title count cannot be derived from the survey in each category of printed books and
manuscripts is that not all institutions could provide separately accurate numbers in titles and
volumes some institutions answered only in titles count while others did so solely in volumes
there were also institutions that were unable to provide any number of holdings although they
confirmed holding such materials
in other cases institutions provided only total holdings
combining books and manuscripts without differentiating these two categories moreover we also
anticipate that the responding institutions might have counted certain types of materials differently
for instance when original format of these materials was altered in the process of rebinding the
volume numbers of such materials might have been counted inconsistently by responding institutions
ie the present physical volume count versus original volume count considering all these factors
the above quoted figures were minimum estimates and the actual numbers of holdings opt
0offtt he 4 3
collections in volumes count for old and rare japanese printed books and manuscripts and in sheet
count for single sheet items should be certainly much larger than these numbers indicate among
the 57862 volumes 9735 volumes were identified as manuscripts

to the question whether or not the materials

are available for researchers viewing or examination
most of the institutions responded available or available by appointment although four
institutions did not specify their collections availability
when making an appointment is
recommended it is often related with the storage situation of these materials for instance the
materials might be located at special storage rooms where better preservation and tighter security are
provided As to the question regarding the possibility of material reproduction many institutions
indicated to offer conditional permission for various methods of reproduction including
photocopying color transparencies slides photography digital photography digital files
micro filming and scanning by researchers themselves or by the staff or through arrangement of
microfilming
brict r rules
ervices
commercial reproductions
er
s et more
s services
institutions set
trict
ules for reproduction than
r
m ore s strict
vices some i nstitutions
others including a case in which no reproduction is permitted at all other institutions indicated
the availability of microfilms printed reproductions and digital images of their rare holdings from

1

those 6 institutions that declared with either survey holding collections of old and rare japanese materials but are not
listed in the present directory are honolulu academy of arts metropolitan museum of art museum of fine arts

boston santa barbara museum of art university of california irvine and university of california san francisco
2
2they
athey
they are indiana university robert G sewell old and rare japanese books in US collections college &
research libraries may 1978 197
206 field museum in chicago ibid Hi
197206
nomoto library in los angeles
hinomoto
hiromoto
tsuen hsuin tsien current status of east asian collections in american libraries appendix journal ogasian
of asian
ofasian
studies 36
514 and university of michigan ibid
3633 may 1977 499
499514
69

plannin
which researchers can easily make reproductions some institutions also mentioned future planning
blanning
micro filming and digitization of their rare holdings
of microfilming

this directory was compiled in collaboration with three members of the subcommittee on japanese
booksh and 43 constituents that submitted their survey response 0 n t ime in 0 ader
rare books3
rder t 0 k eep
beep
certain consistency between entries in the directory the subcommittee members edited some areas
g iven iin
urvey
w ere given
statements were
n the
t he s survey
a s t they
hey were
w ere preserved
p reserved as
where possible otherwise original s tatements
responses it is our hope that this directory will become a useful tool for anyone interested in
making research on these precious resources that were produced in japan a long time ago and taken
to this continent across the ocean

compilation principle

the scope of this directory is collections in north america of japanese printed books

manuscripts
ukiyoye prints etc produced before the introduction
and items in single sheet format maps prints ukiyoe
of machine printing in the early meiji period entries of described collections are in the current
names as established in the library of congress name authority file NAF or in case of heading
unavailability in the file
through
brough application 0 ofaacr24ilcri5
a s formulated t hrough
F ile
lie as
lle
faacr24lcri5 cross references
flie
are made from major variant names to each corresponding entry form when a collection name is
entered directly as per NAF and aacr21lcri instructions while organizational hierarchy is
ee from reference
involved t he full s ubordination s tructure
truc ture iiss juxtaposed aass a s ee
eference for u sers
sers ready
recognition an alphabetical index is appended at the end to entries as well as major variants of
described collections and to other significant personal as well as corporate body names mentioned in
the directory text

ackland art museum
see eprom
se
efrom
from university of north carolina at chapel hill ackland art museum
seefrom
leefrom
address
contact person

campus box 3400 chapel hill NC 275993400
27599 3400 USA
carol C gillham assistant curator for collections
phone
mail
E
email

843 3686 fax
919
9198433686

966 1400
919
9199661400

cizillhamgemailuncedu
cgillhamemailuncedu

collection size

books 6 titles 17 vols
single sheet items ca 124 titles ca 124 sheets
viewingexamination
material availability for researchers Viewing
Examination
available by appointment only
collection description
3

3the
athe
the name has been officially changed in august 2003

from the subcommittee on japanese rare book cataloging
guidelines to the subcommittee on japanese rare books which reflects the change of charges given to the
subcommittee over the years of service
4
111.
anglo american cataloguing
catalo guing rules and
2nd ed 2002 revision chicago 111
ill american library association 2002
iii
lii
ili
5
library of congress office for descriptive cataloging policy ed library of congress rule interpretations 2nd
and ed

washington DC library of congress 1990

70

muslem has a modest collection of japanese
the ackland musuem

prints books and
ukiyoye
the
ukiyoe prints some are individual prints from books and albums
collection includes 44 early japanese scrolls screens watercolors and
drawings as well
comprised of 10 manga pattern books 2 volumes of
chinese and japanese textile books and 2 of ornament designs as well as 3
other volumes

possibility of material reproduction

reproductions are currently available for a small amount of the japanese
book
booksprints
sprints collection color transparencies andor black and white prints
and digital images are available for the major works minor works will
additional photography if images do not currently exist
reproduction fees vary according to use and image materials or availability
575 while scholarly
the fees for commercial reproductions range from 75
75575
fees range from 304310
30
310 please contact tammy wells angerer assistant
30310
wellsangjzemailuncedu for specifics on image availability and
registrar at wellsanggemailuncedu
fees
other relevant information
multi MIMSY supports the export of dublin core records and is compliant
with many international catalogue standards such as larger scale initiative
LASSI mda
ada SPECTRUM canadian heritage information network CHIN
core fields and international council of museums ICOM

require

american university washington DC
address
contact person

library

university archives and special collections 4400 massachusetts ave NW
washington DC 200168046
20016 8046 USA
george arnold
phone
mail
E
email

202
885 3255 fax
2028853255

885 3226
202
2028853226
gamoldamericanedu
gamoldamericaiiedu

collection size
books 1441 titles ca 1454 vols
material availability for researchers Viewing
viewingexamination
Examination

available
collection description

the spinks collection

includes mainly japanese language material on the life
and culture of merchant class tokugawa or edo era japan as evidenced in
popular literature theater prints and paintings A specialty are books and
woodblock prints related to the tomaido
To
Tbkaido
kaldo the famous highway which stretched
kaida
tokaido
tbkaida
350 miles in 53 stages from edo to kyoto
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
OPAC httpwwwlibralyamericaneduframesetaladinhtmi
httpwwwlibraryamericaneduframesetaladinhtml
printed catalogs of relevant titles
the manrakudo library oad
of
ofddrr charles nelson spinks washington DC
the american university library 1977
71

possibility of material reproduction
photocopying photographing scanning

art institute of chicago
address
contact person

111 S

60603 6110
IL 606036110
michigan ave chicago EL

USA

janice katz
phone 3124433653
312 443 3653 direct 3124433834
312 443 3834 main office

443 9281
312
3124439281
jkatzgarticedu
E
mail jkatzaarticedu
email
collection size
books still to be determined
single sheet items 15000 sheets
Examination
material availability for researchers Viewing
viewingexamination
available by appointment researchers are asked to provide specific

fax

requests or research topics

collection description
japanese rare books are divided between the asian department print room
and the ryerson and burnham library altogether the institute estimates the
number of
edo period illustrated books approximately 1800 volumes these
ofedo
ofeda
collections comprise primarily books given by martin ryerson 18561932
1856 1932
and by frederick william gookin 1853
1936
18531936
todas descriptive
catalogue of ofjapanese
japanese and chinese illustrated books in the ryerson library of
the art institute of chicago citation given below is a major reference for the
ryerson collection but it is incomplete unfortunately additions to this
collection have not been fully invent
inventoried
inventories
oried books given by gookin in 1939
date primarily prior to the edo period the institute has an unpublished list of
approximately 200 gookin books some of which are multi volume books
from other collections approximately 100
loo have been given by additional
donors since the late 1920s but these have not been invent
inventoried
inventories
oried as a separate
ryerson and burnham library has many meiji period books
group
including pattern books that had been given by louise norton brown some
of these pattern books were illustrated in five centuries of japanese kimono
citation given below
the institute does not have a total inventory of these
books
printed catalogs of relevant titles

toda kenji

descriptive catalogue of japanese and chinese illustrated
books in the ryerson library of the art institute of chicago chicago
printed at the lakeside press RR donnelley & sons 1931
spine title
1931
ryerson collection of ofjapanese
japanese and chinese illustrated books
possibility of material reproduction
photos may be taken upon written request schedules and fees are directed
through our department of imaging and technical services
publications on the collection beyond catalogs

72

akiyo e masterpieces from the art institute of
art institute of chicago ukiyo
chicago chicago art institute of chicago 1973
he
clark
oark timothy and osamu ueda the actors image print makers oft
dark
of the
Katsu kawa school chicago art institute of chicago 1994
katsukawa
tatsukawa
AIC
on this sleeve of offondest
fondest dreams
museum studies 18 no 1
chicago art institute of chicago 1992
gentles 0 margaret japanese prints vol 2 chicago art institute of

five centuries of japanese kimono

chicago 1965
gunsaulus C helen japanese prints vol 1 chicago art institute of
chicago 1955
hillier jack the art of the japanese book london published for
sothebys publications by philip wilson publishers 1987
jenkins donald ukiyo
akiyo e prints and paintings primitive period chicago
art institute of chicago 1971 exhibition catalogue combining AIC prints
and illustrated books with loans from other institutions
ukiyoye
tsukan
shilka v 4466
ukiyoe shuka
suzuki juzo et al shikago
bijutsukan
byutsukan
shikako Byu

tokyo

1980
19781980
shogakkan
sh6gakkan 1978
other relevant information
ryerson and burnham library conservatory
tors recently began a project to treat
conservators
conserva
conserve reserve remove old labels box and inventory the asian
departments collections of japanese books pending funding the
conservatory
conserva
conservators
tors hope to complete this project in approximately three years the
institutes volunteers and technicians are working with the conservatory
conservators to
create a database of books as they are treated

arthur M sackler museum rubel asiatic research collection see rubel asiatic research
collection

asian art museum of san francisco

C

laan chun library

see C

laan chun library

blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology
se
see eprom
efrom
from mcgill university blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology

contact person

uil
uli ding 33459
45 9 M
building
redpath library B
Y1
iyl
mctavish
uilding
chavish street montreal QC 113a
h3a
ctavish
haa 1lyl
canada
eleanor maclean
phone 514
398 4744
5143984744
E mail eleanormacleana
mc illca
eleanormacleangmcgillca
email
illch

collection size

books

address

unknown
tities
titles 16 vois
manuscripts 22titles16vols
vols
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination

available
73

collection description

the blacker wood library was

established as a specialized library in
ornithology with a supporting collection in vertebrate zoology and this is still
the emphasis of our in depth collection
list of titles

gy6sai
gyolai
raduga
gyosai
qy5sai
kawanabe gyosai
gyolai rakuga
tokyo tokyo shoshi takeda
De nemon 1882
benemon
denemon
watercolor and ink drawings of birds fish mammals
insects crustaceans
collections
japanese
of

etc
drawings
birds
flowers
of
one of the volumes is labeled shigemasa
arranged in european sequence signed kitao

1891
osaka sn 1768
17681891
flowers and birds in colors
Kosu
isai
kosuisai
online access to relevant bibliographic information

httphalephmcgillcaaleph
httpalephmcgillcaaleph

OPAC

printed catalogs of relevant titles

casey A

an introduction to the literature of vertebrate
zoology based chiefly on the titles in the blacker library of zoology the
emma shearer wood library of ornithology the bibliotheca Osle
osleriana
riana and
other libraries of mcgill university montreal london oxford university
wood

press 1931
1931
blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology A dictionary catalogue
of the blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology boston GK

hall 1966
possibility of material reproduction
photocopying and scanning are available for 25 cents per page
is available for 150
1.50
150 per page

brigham young university harold B

C

lee library

see

digitization

harold B lee library

laan chun library

see eprom
se
efrom
from asian art museum of san francisco C laan chun library
seefrom
leefrom

address
contact person

200 larkin

st san francisco CA 94102 USA

john stucky

phone 4155813692
415 581 3692 fax 415
668 8928
4156688928
E
mail i stuckyasianartorg
jstuckygasianartorg
email
collection size
books ca 200 vols
single sheet items 10 sheets
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination

available
collection description

the area of concentration is

art history however the library has extensive
collections in all areas of cultural studies including folk culture and
74

anthropology as well as archaeology literature religion and thought
though the institute does not concentrate on developing a specific collection
of rare and archival material it has acquired several older items which do fall
into the category of special collections among the japanese items in the
Lib
rarys collection are hand painted illustrations of kimono and textile
librarys
keisan
Hokusai keisai
sketchbooks
books including works by hokusai
designs 19th century artist sketch
hy5hon
hython and manga
Toyokuni
mango several meiji period hand colored
eisen
elsen
risen and toyokuni
tomokuni hyohon
photograph albums with lacquer covers photograph albums of korea
manchuria and china from the late 1920s and 1930s woodblock
emaki from the tokugawa foundation
reproductions of the genji monog
monogatari
atari amaki
collection woodblock prints of important buddhist pilgrimage sites in the
shikoku regions and several other 19th and early 20th century
kansal and seikoku
wood block printed and illustrated books
woodblock
online access to relevant bibliographic information
none the library is currently developing an online catalogue this will
only have items received and catalo
catalogued
gued from september 1998 on this
cataloguer
database will not be accessible outside the institution
possibility of material reproduction
materials are available for reproduction only on a case by case basis with the
approval of the librarian

CV starr east asian library columbia university
see eprom
se
efrom
seefrom
from columbia university CV starr east asian library
leefrom
address
contact person

columbia university 300 kent hall MC 3901 1140 amsterdam ave new
york NY 10027 USA
amy V heinrich director
phone
E mail
email

212 854 1508 fax
2128541508

212 662 6286
2126626286

heinrichfgcolumbiaedu
heinrichlccolumbiaedu

collection size

books ca 600 titles
single sheet items ca 150 titles
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination
researchers must first get a readers card in the library information office
201 butler library and are then able to see the special collections and rare
materials from 2244 on monday wednesday and friday and from 110 noon on
tuesday and thursday
collection description
Woodblock
woodblock printed books primarily from the edo period but some from early
meiji 741 titles cataloged
online access to relevant bibliographic information
RLIN
OPAC

httphwwwcolumbiaeduculweberesourcescliohtmi
httpwwwcolumbiaeduculweberesourcescliohtml
printed catalogs of relevant titles
woodblock printed books and other unique japanese
kai miwa japanese woodblock
75

materials at columbia university 1996

mimeographed

possibility of material reproduction
0.25
materials may be photocopied for 025
025 a page by library staff scanned
microfilmed or digitized price and additional information are found at
URL
h
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
columbia library columns v XLV no 1 spring 1996 was a special issue
II
on starr and contains four articles on the collection henry D smith 11
pictured fiction popular novels of nineteenth century japan in the starr east
14 robert hymes
ap 5514
writing places chinese local
asian library pp
histories pp
20 amy V heinrich
labyrinths the abe kobo
ap 15
1520
kabo
21 26 and amy V heinrich and amy hai kyung lee A
collection pp
ap 2126
tree with deep roots the starr korean rare book collection pp
30
ap 27
2730
other relevant information
the david eugene smith collection in butler library includes ca 360 titles of
mathematics
i
dably
early japanese imprints
iwa the
M
kai
on
Miwa
david
dabid eugene
thedavideugene
0 n m athematics
kaimiwa
kal
smith collection of works in japanese on japanese mathematics new york
rare book and manuscript library columbia university 1986.
1986
early
japanese imprints on medicine are housed at columbia universitys health
sciences library
cleveland museum of art ingalls library see ingalls

columbia university CV starr east asian library see CV
university

library

starr east asian library columbia

cornell university library wason collection see wason collection
comell
comell
cornell university wason collection see wason collection

denver art museum
address
contact person

100 14th ave parkway

denver CO 80204 USA
carla stansifer curatorial assistant
phone 720
913 0041
7209130041
asianartdenverartmuseumorg
E
mail asia
asla
email
narta d enverartmuseumorg
asianarta
collection size
books & manuscripts ca 1500 vols
single sheet items 42 sheets
collection description
76

A large edo period print collection and many rare and old books written in
and about japanese art digitized ca 175 items

online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
OPAC

httphwwwamicoory
httpwwwamicoorg

denver museum of art see denver art museum
elvehjem museum of art
yee
prom
se
see eprom
efrom
from university of wisconsin madison elvehjem museum of art
seefrom
leefrom
address

800 university

contact person

ave university of wisconsin madison madison WI 53706

USA

andrew stevens curator of prints
phone 608
263 7377
6082637377
astevensglvmwiscedu
E
mail astevensajvmwiscedu
email
collection size
single sheet items 4200 sheets
material availability for researchers Viewing
Examination
viewingexamination
materials may be viewed by appointment
collection description
japanese prints from 1750 to the 20th century with particular strength in edo
prints of the 19th century and shin
shinhanga
hanga special strength in hiroshige
whose work is represented in the collection with over 2000 prints
online access to relevant bibliographic information
httpwwwlvmwiscedu
other tpwwwlvmwiscedu
printed catalogs of relevant titles
vieck
the edward burr van vleck
neck collection of japanese prints madison
elvehjem
elveh
alveh em museum of art university of wisconsin madison 1990
possibility of material reproduction
images are available for reproduction with the permission of the registrar
the registrar also handles all rights contracts and fees

emma shearer wood library of ornithology see blacker wood library of zoology and
ornithology

freer gallery of Ar
artarthur
tArthur M sackler gallery smithsonian institution
address
contact person

smithsonian institution MRC 707 PO box 37012
20013
7012 USA
200137012
reiko yoshimura head librarian
phone 202
633 0481 fax 2027862936
2026330481
202 786 2936
77

washington

DC

E mail
email

reikoyoshimuragasiasiedu
reikovoshimuraaasiasiedu

books & manuscripts ca 300 titles
single sheet items ca 600 titles
Examination
viewingexamination
material availability for researchers Viewing
available by appointment
collection description
block printed illustrated books from the edo period and manuscripts
Wood
woodblock
ukiyoye prints and album leaves from the edo and
woodblock prints ukiyoe
library woodblock
meiji periods japanese art collection
the library collection includes
ukiyoe artists as masanobu okumura
mainly illustrated books by such ukiyoye
masanobu kitao and harunobu suzuki and the two largest collections by
Katsu shika also included are works by
katsuchika
hiroshige ando and hokusai katsushika
bunch6
buncho
bunp6
bencho tani hoitsu sakai and bunpo
bunao kawamura other major groups are
collection size

books and manuscripts on tea ceremony and flower arrangement and travels
online access to relevant bibliographic information
RLIN
HI CJK
III
OPAC httphwwwsacker
http www sacker freer librarysiedu
oil
cli
librmsiedu 111
not the entire collection is available online
gall erys TMS the museum system that is
other prints are in the gallerys
currently not available outside of the gallery
printed catalogs of relevant titles
freer gallery of art library dictionary catalog of the library of the freer
Micro fiche boston
gallery of art smithsonian institution 2nd
and eni ed microfiche
aiches
GK hall 1991 252 fiches
freer gallery of art library dictionary catalog of the library of the freer
gallery of art smithsonian institution washington DC boston GK
hall 1967 6av
6vv
possibility of material reproduction
be
hould be
it depends on the condition of the book digitizing or scanning s should
done by gallery staff
photocopy 10
100
ioa per page digitizing or scanning 1
loa
publishing any images from the
per image and 1 per CD if applicable
ac
library books requires appropriate knowledgement
acknowledgement
reproducing prints requires permission from the gallery by submitting a
forin
designated form
fees vary depending on the form and purpose of
reproduction contact dept of rights & reproductions
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
ky5kdi
tsuite
furna
kyosai to
suzuki jun
fucia bijutsukan shozo takao taya ni tsuiae
furia
in kyokai
aku proceedings of the 24th international conference on
bungaku
nihon bung
bunsaku
Shiryokan 2000
kenkyd
shiry6kan
tokyo kokubungaku kenkyu
kenryu shiryokan
japanese literature
includes discussion on masanobu kitao shin biln
blin awasejihitsu
awasefihitsu kagami
gadu ko
ukiyoye
kodin
suzuki jun
utsu no 145 jan 2003
korin gafu
ukiyoe gel
geijutsu
geiutsu
gei

gallagher law library see marian gould gallagher

78

law library

george beans collection
pom
seeftom
tom university of british columbia rare books and special collections george beans
seef
collection

seep
yee
see from

address
contact persons

special collections division main library university of british columbia
1956 main mall vancouver british columbia vat
v6t IZI canada
frances woodward map librarian special collections division
phone 604
822 2819 fax
822 8587
604
6048222819
6048228587

franwoodainterchangeubcc
franwoodinterchangeubcca
tomoko goto japanese librarian asian library
phone 604
822 0960 fax
822 0205
604
6048220960
6048220205
interchangeubcca
E
mail therrnsa
thermsinterchangeubcca
email
E mail
email

single sheet items 934 map sheets
collection size
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination
available for research in the library
collection description
rare books and special collections in the main library have the world
renowned beans collection which consists of ca 934 titles of woodblock
woodblock or
hand painted maps of japan and the world produced during the edo period
1600
1868
digitized 5 items
16001868
abc caspcollbeanshtml
library ubc
httphrvtw
httpwwwlibraryubccaspcollbeanshtml
online access to relevant bibliographic information

httpwwwlibraryubccahomecatalogue
httphwwwlibrmubccahomecatalogue
printed catalogs of relevant titles
OPAC

f

beans george harry
list 0of japanese maps of the tokugawa era
jenkintown
1951 1963
Jenk intown pa tall tree library press 19511963
possibility of material reproduction
not permitted

gest oriental library and east asian collections
yee
seep
see pom
trom
from
tom princeton university gest oriental library and east asian collections
seeftom
seef
address
contact persons

08544 1100 USA
frist campus center room 317 princeton NJ 085441100
dr martin heijdra
phone 609
258 5336 fax 609
258 6159
6092585336
6092586159
33

E mail
email

dra princetonedu
mheij draprinceton
mheijdra
princeton edu
yasuko makino
akino ra
princeto
prin ceto nedu
E mail ym
ymakino
r& princeton
ymakinoprincetonedu
email
collection size
books 100 titles 700 vols
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination
available for viewing by appointment with martin heijdra
Heij dra
collection description
the finest japanese rare books are housed in the rare books and manuscripts
division in princeton universitys main library the graphic arts collection
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owns a considerable number of rare prints and picture collections also no
easy access to those japanese holdings exists since there are no separate book
catalogs of those japanese holdings
what east asian library and gest collection have is in mudd library the
rare book library
again there is no easy access dr heijdra is to be
contacted for instruction
what east asian library and gest collection have are older imprints of
japanese works which may or may not be rare as such on a wide variety of
subjects from buddhism to chinese medicine in the 1980s a onetime
one time
purchase was made of japanese rare books mainly on chinese
medicine related subjects not all of these have been cataloged
online access to relevant bibliographic information
RLIN
OPAC httpwwwprincetonedu
possibility of material reproduction
usually yes against special charges means of reproduction depends on
material

mil library
mii
HH mu
see eprom
se
efrom
from royal ontario museum HH mu library
seefrom
leefrom

address
contact person

100

queens park toronto ontario m5s
ms 2c6 canada

jack howard
phone 416
586 5718 fax 416
586 5877
4165865718
4165865877
E
mail jackh
ro monca
jackhfgjomonca
email
collection size
books ca 400 vols
material availability for researchers Viewing
viewingexamination
Examination
available
collection description
collection 0 fbb ooks
boks from I1 atter p art 0 f edo period including some history
ukiyoye ehon and early western books on japan
some ukiyoe
unofficial list
listfinding
finding
aid has been prepared

online access to relevant bibliographic information
other inhouse
in house finding aid
possibility of material reproduction
photocopying scanning charges 20
expose scan
200 per exposescan

harold B lee library asian collection

arom
see eprom
se
efrom brigham young university harold B
from

address

asian collection harold
UT 84602

contact person

gail king

lee library asian collection

lee library brigham young university

B

USA

80

provo

phone 8014224061
801 422 4061
kingfftbvuedu
gail kinggbygedu
E mail
email
collection size
books 100 titles 115 vols
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
materials are cataloged for and held in vault collection in special collections
in the library they are available for researchers to view in the library
special collections reading room by special arrangement
collection description
the collection is made up of books on a variety of subjects drawings of
flowers drawings of foreigners an account by a castaway an early edition of
monog atari scrolls and maps
genji monogatari
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
RLIN
RUN
OPAC

httphwwwlibbyuedu
httpwwwlibbyuedu

possibility of material reproduction
photocopies can be requested at the time of use in the special collections
reading room each request for copies is evaluated by special collections
librarians and depends on the condition of the volume in question the cost
is 20 cents per page requests for other forms of reproduction such as
scanning or digitizing would need to be addressed to the chair of the special
collections department and the head of the digital projects unit
other relevant information
the collection also includes some meiji materials such as the account of
president grants visit to japan

harvard university arthur M sackler museum see rubel asiatic research collection
benching library see harvard yenching
harvard university library harvard yenching
benching

benching library
harvard yenching
prom
see eprom
se
benching library
efrom
from harvard university harvard yenching
seefrom
leefrom

address
contact person

2 divinity

ave cambridge MA 02138 USA

kuniko yamada mcvey

phone 617
495 3395 fax 617
496 4992
6174964992
6174953395
mail kmcveygfasharvardedu
E
email
collection size
books & manuscripts 3387 titles 13828 vols
single sheet items mostly scrolls
30 titles 80 sheets
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination

available
collection description
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library

books and manuscripts on buddhism literature and other fields including
medical natural science and tourism scrolls on religious themes
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
RLIN
RUN
httphhelharvardeducatalogshtmi
OPAC httphclharvardeducatalogshtml
printed catalogs of relevant titles
mo kuroku
hokan washo mokuroku
toshokan
benching library hdbado
hdbddo enkel Tos
harvard yenching
yenching
benching
ching library harvard university
early japanese books at harvard Yen
shob6
shoba 1994
dumani shobo
tokyo yumani
possibility of material reproduction
microfilming
filming services at the university facility with fee are
xeroxing and micro
available on a case by case basis

helen foresman spencer museum of art
see eprom
se
efrom
from university of kansas helen foresman spencer museum of art
seefrom
leefrom
address
contact person

1301 mississippi lawrence KS 66045

USA

cori sherman
phone 785
864 0128
7858640128
E mail cshennano
cshermangkuedu
kued
aued
email

collection size

books 5 vols
manuscripts 1I vol
single sheet items ca 2000 sheets
material availability for researchers Viewing
Examination
viewingexamination
available as are all the works on paper anyone can make an appointment
with or without university ties to see the collection
collection description

random variety from donations and a few more recent purchases including
ukiyoye
courte sans landscapes ghosts warriors asobie
ukiyoe actors courtesans
ashbie yokohama e
ka
kach5ga
kashoga
and various subjects and origins the museum has a
mono kachoga
surimono
suri
choga
preponderance of hiroshige tokaido
tomaido series and a nice collection of surimono
t6kaid6
suri mono
that is documented in the roger keyes cataloguing effort surimono
Surimono privately
published japanese prints in the spencer museum of art full citation given
one manuscript is the calli
below
calligraphed
calligrapher
graphed sutra section part 24 of
ha ramitta ca 13th century
daihannya
Dai hannya haramitta

printed catalogs of relevant titles

keyes roger

Suri
surimono
mono privately published japanese prints in the
spencer museum ofart
of art new york published for the spencer museum of
obart
Kodansha international 1984
art by kodansha
S

possibility of material reproduction
rights & reproduction dept of museum will handle requests and fees for
slides digital files transparencies etc
fees often waived or discounted for
academic use
82

information
other relevant infonnation
books in collection
1
bajin
kawa shunsho and shigemasa kitao seiro bijin
Katsu
katsukawa
tatsukawa
abase sugata
bin awase
kagami 1776 color woodcut originally in 3 volumes but the museums
00.2038
002038
copy has pages all cut apart and matted individually
287529287552
6429
28.7529
6428 and 64.29
287552 28.7586
287529 28.7552
287672 64.28
287586 28.7672
28752928.7552
287529287552
92875
28752
2 kyo
kya meisho zue 1804 woodcut 8697ab
8697 ab
3
kawanabe kyosai kyosai garu 1880 color woodcut one volume
902
90.2
complete though needs rebindingresewing together got
902
4 katsuchika
shika Hok
usai
Katsu
katsushika
hokusai
hokusai manga v 7 1817 color woodcut
99.205
99205
5
keisan
elsen shunjo ubi ningyo
keisai eisen
risen
ningy5
ninryo ca 1830s color woodcut 3 v
99.206
99206
yoshiwara bijin
13 pages with
6 suzuki harunobu
bjin
bain awase
abase 1770
courtesans and their names no cover individual sheets matted not complete
00.2900 00.2945
002945 00.2946
002894 002900
001002 00.2894
002946
color woodcut 00.2893
002893 00.1002
00289400.2900
002894002900
00.2947 6717
002947
7
gafu 1893 color woodcut album
suzuki sh6nen
shonen shanen
shanen
shonen
sh5nen sansui gadu
in original wrapper 002036a 1
usagawa
8
gabon edo kiyage
utagawa
shobon
1850
miyage shabon
Utagawa hiroshige
color
28.7689
28.7726
woodcut album sheets all loose 287689287726
287689 287726
28768928.7726
usagawa
9 utagawa
1891
ky5iku dai nippon meisho zue
Ut agawa hiroshige shigaku
shogaku
sh5gaku
shosaku kyoiku
hand colored woodcut loose sheets no way to tell if all pages at the
museum 287439287448
28.7439 287448
28.7448
287439
28743928.7448

ingalls library
see eprom
se
efrom cleveland museum of art ingalls library
from
seefrom
leefrom

address
contact person

ingalls library 11150 east boulevard cleveland OH 441061757
44106 1757

yunah
bunah sung
phone 216
707 2558
2167072558
E
mail ysungkclevelandartorg
ysungclevelandartorg
email

USA

books manuscripts
collection size
ca 30 booksmanuscripts
collection description
chons design books sketch books and pattern books which were published
ehons
around 1887
1907
18871907
online access to relevant bibliographic information
RLIN
OPAC

htlphlibrmclevelandartorg
httplibraryclevelandartorg

katzoff lionel private collector
contact person

lionel katzoff
83

phone

547 9000 ext 609
410
4105479000
org
thewaltersorg
E mail lkatzofqa
lkatzoffthewalters
orr
email
books 54 titles 145 vols
collection size
single sheet items 1I title 1I sheet edo period map
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available sufficient notification required

collection description
from the 17th to the 20th century early printing mostly in good or better
ahyo nanga medical some
shyo
akiyo zue shijo
condition meishoki
Meishoki meisho zue ukiyo
als or plants and flowers
ukiyoye botanicals
ukiyoe
books from edo period 35
botanic
titles
101 volumes from meiji period 13 titles
38 volumes from taisho
titles101
titles38
period 1 1I titles
title1
titlei volume from showa period 5 titles5
titles5 titles
possibility of material reproduction
digital photographing only
other relevant information
m house database
in
inhouse

kohler art library

yee
arom
see eprom
se
efrom
from
seefrom
leefrom

university of wisconsin madison kohler art library

kohler art library 800 university ave madison WI 53706 USA
lyn korenic
phone 608
263 2256 fax
603 263 2266
6082632256
6032632266
ikorenicglibrgawiscedu
E
mail lkorenicalibrarywiscedu
email
collection size
books 7 titles 14 vols
material availability for researchers Viewing
Examination
viewingexamination
available
collection description
A small collection focusing mainly on illustration of books in japan
online access to relevant bibliographic information
address
contact person

OCLC
OPAC

httpwwwlibrarywiscedu
hltpwwwlibrqhwiscedu

possibility of material reproduction
photocopying scanning

leland stanford junior university see stanford university

library of congress
address

asian division LJ 150

contact persons

4810
20540
205404810
USA
4810usa
yoko akiba area specialist

101 independence

84

ave

SE washington

DC

phone
E mail
email

202
707 3547 fax
2027073547
voaklocgov
yoak 2locgov

202 707 1724
2027071724

thaddeus ohta reference librarian
phone 2027073558
202 707 1724
202 707 3558 fax 2027071724
tohtlocgov
E mail tohtglocgov
email
manae fujishiro rare book cataloger
phone 202
202 707 2824
707 2298 fax 2027072824
2027072298
mfuiglocgov
E
mail mfuilocgov
email
collection size
books at least 4000 titles estimated at least 3000 of which cataloged as of
october 2002 1341 titles in bibliographies compiled by shojo honda
manuscripts
1500 titles estimated 1288 already cataloged
467 maps geo & map 2500 estimated printed
single sheet items
materials prints & photographs
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available the prospective user of rare materials should be engaged in
serious research
the researcher is required to obtain an LC reader
registration ID card in LM 140 before visiting the asian reading room
request rare materials in the asian division and fill out the form library of
congress readers registration for use of rare material and sign the asian
reading room readers registration and agreement to comply with the
please contact
rules for use of rare materials in the library of congress
the asian division for more information about our rare book policies
collection description
in 1905 crosby stuart noyes journalist and editor of the washington evening
star donated 658 illustrated books including books from the mid 18th century
9th
to the
ath century as well as watercolors drawings woodblock prints
he late 1 19th
tot
single prints are now in the custody of the prints and
and lithographs
photographs division while the illustrated books are kept in the asian
divisions japanese collection A systematic effort to acquire japanese
books was undertaken in 1907 when dr kanichi asakawa of yale university
purchased 9072 volumes over 3000 titles of books in japan on behalf of the
library asakawas
Asakawas selections included works on japanese history literature
buddhism shinto geography music and the arts in the 1930s dr shiho
sakanishi developed the collection into a first rate resource for scholars
tripling its size today rare books in the japanese collection include the
hyakumanto
hyakumantd dharani prayer charms which date to 770 AD and are among
the earliest surviving printed material in the world also noteworthy is a
complete edition of the japanese literary masterpiece genji monogatari
monog atari
yoshitsuna
published in kyoto in 1654 the yoshitsune
Yoshi tsune azuma kudari monogatari
monog atari printed
on movable type between 1624 and 1643 and the kabuki sugatami
suga tami written by
the kabuki actor nakazo nakamura in 1776
the collection includes
materials in almost all subjects the major subjects include history military
science buddhism medicine and geography japanese mathematics 404
titles japanese literature and performing arts 628 titles japanese art 309
titles as indicated in shojo hondas bibliographies in addition the law
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library has approximately 30 titles of rare materials and the geography and
map division has 467 rare japanese maps 146 flat maps 101 shelved maps
mainly accordion fan folds and 4 scrolls 13 at lases and 207 large scale map
Tad ataka mo
tadanaka
sheets in the tadataka
ino series
online access to relevant bibliographic information
RLIN 3051 records as of 10212002
RUN
OPAC 3012 records for japanese rare book collection as of 102202
hcatalog loc gov
http
httpcataloglocgov
printed catalogs of relevant titles
kuroku Kan
kokal ed
kokai
mokuroku
Kot enseki Mo
Toshokanzo nihon kotenseki
kank6kai
kankokai
beikoku gikai toshokanzo
toshokanz6
seikoku
zo nihon kot
kotenseki
enseki mo
mokuroku
kuroku catalog of ofjapanese
beikoku
seikoku gikai Tos
hokan za
toshokan
z5
japanese
tokyo yagi shoten 2003
rare books in the library of congress T
6ky6
meyl works in the library of congress japanese
meyi
honda shojo pre meiji
literature performing arts and reference books washington DC library

of congress 1997
honda shojo pre meiji works in the library of congress japanese
mathematics washington DC library of congress 1982
meiji
meyi works on japanese art in the
honda shojo and sandy kita pre meyl
library of congress a bibliography forthcoming
possibility of material reproduction

the library

is working on several digitization and microfilming
micro filming projects for
rare materials copying of rare materials by researchers is not normally
surrogates of rare materials are provided when available
permitted
reproduction policies vary with divisions asian geography and maps
prints and photographs etc
the library is currently in the process of
reviewing these procedures
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
A history of the japanese collection in the library of
kuroda andrew
congress 11874
8 741941
18741941
74 1941
in senda masao kyoju
tos hokan shiryo
ky5ju
ryoju koki kinen toshokan
281 327 tenni shi senda masao kyoju
ronshfi 281327
Kinen kai 1970
ronshu
ronsha
ky6ju
ryoju koki kinenkai
library of congress asian collections an illustrated guide washington
DC library of congress 2000
Bei
koku gikai toshokan
beikoku
tsuji hideko
seikoku
Tos hokan shikka
sh ikka kaisetsu to honkoku
saikka
hon koku
kenkyu kiyo
kenryu
seitoku daigaku kenkyfi
klyo jinbun
winbun gakubu 5 169180
169 180 1994
Bei
tsuji hideko
beikoku
koku gikai Toshokan
shikka
kaisetsu
setsu to honkoku
seikoku
shikka ge kai
toshokan saikka
toshokanshikka
kiyo
kiya jinbun
seitoku daigaku kenkyfi
kenkyu klyo
kenryu
winbun gakubu 6 99
110 1995
99110
other relevant information
801 items are now ready to be sent for cataloging in the future

los angeles county museum of art
address
contact person

los angeles

USA
hollis goodall associate curator of japanese art
5905 wilshire blvd

phone

323 857 6096
3238576096
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CA 90036

hgoodall
hgo odall iacmaorg
hgoodalllacmaorg
collection size
books 32 titles
single sheet items ca 2900 titles
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available by appointment
E
mail
email

collection description
inci udini
incl
books and manuscripts on buddhism literature and other fields including
medical natural science and tourism scrolls on religious themes
online access to relevant bibliographic information

other httpwwwlacmaorg 4 collections online
possibility of material reproduction
new photography 100 otherwise 9 black & white

marian gould gallagher law library
see eprom
se
efrom university of washington school of law marian gould gallagher law library
from
A
address

contact person

east asian law department 1100 NE campus parkway seattle WA

98125

USA
robert R britt
phone 206
543 7447 fax
685 2165
206
2065437447
2066852165
E
mail rrbrittfguwashingtonedu
rrbrittguwashingtonedu
email

collection size
books 8 titles 64 vols
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
ib rarys R
three of the titles are fully cataloged aand a re 1Ilocated iin t he Lib
L
rare
are
librarys
ibrarys
book room which is accessible to researchers the other titles are waiting
to be cataloged they will be cataloged before the middle of 2003
collection description
the collection is all law related materials the titles include a work
translated into japanese from chinese on chinese civil and criminal law a
work on international law translated into japanese from english and a work
on chinese qing period law translated into japanese
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
OPAC

other

httpmarianlawwashingtonedu
httpmarianlawwashinzonedu
currently only three of the titles are online

all titles will be

available online before the middle of 2003

possibility of material reproduction
photocopying

mcgill university blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology see blacker wood library
of zoology and ornithology
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national library of medicine US
address
contact person

history of medicine division

8600 rockville pike bethesda MD 20894

USA

michael north
phone 301
496 9204 fax 301
402 0872
3014020872
3014969204
E
mail northmgmailnlmnihgov
rov
northmmail nlmnih gov
email
books 760 titles
collection size
manuscripts 250 titles
single sheet items ca 100 titles
material availability for researchers Viewing
Examination
viewingexamination
available
collection description
the collection primarily consists of medical texts both popular and clinical
part of the collection consists of the library of a small town practitioner of the
nanayama
ayama whose selected case
late edo and early meiji periods hiroshi Nan
hanayama
notes are among the manuscripts extremely rare
A highlight is a noted
collection 0of 440 etters
letters by important japanese physicians of the edo period
mounted on two scrolls
there is also a small but rich collection of
pharmaceutical ephemera from the period and several ukiyoye
ukiyoe prints relating to
public health
online access to relevant bibliographic information
1

OCLC
RLIN
OPAC

httpwwwlocato1plusgov keyword search HMDJPN
httpwwwlocatorplusgov

possibility of material reproduction
photocopying and scanning are generally permitted if the condition of the
i s good
t
enough
t he titles
materials is
icro filmed and
g ood e nough
h ave been
m acro
a nd
bough A few of
b een microfilmed
have
tities
0 f the
plans are under way to microfilm the entire collection over the next five years
other relevant information
the library is currently recataloging the collection in OCLC using CJK
software and our OPAC will soon be able to display vernacular characters
uncatalogued
Un
materials in the collection are being discovered on a monthly
uncataloged
cataloged
basis and the library is acquiring new materials in this category please
visit the divisions website for more information about access

httphwwwnlmnihgovhmd
httpwwwnlmnihgovhmd
new york public library humanities and social sciences library
address
contact person

18
5th
10018
ath ave at 42nd st new york NY 100

USA

sumie ota
phone 2129300716
212 930 0716 fax 2129300551
212 930 0551
lore
mail sota
E
lorg
nyp iorg
nyplorg
sotaanvplorg
email
collection size
books & manuscripts ca 50 titles ca 80 vols
material availability for researchers Viewing
ewing Examination
viewingexamination
vi
ewingexamination
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available
collection description
majority of the rare items can be classified in the following categories
a
early travel accounts observations of japanese life and culture
b copies of bible in japanese 1800s and c classical
1700s 1800s
literature and history
online access to relevant bibliographic information
RLIN
RUN
OPAC httpcatnypnyplorg
possibility of material reproduction
available if the material is in good condition photocopy 25
50 cents per
2550
page scanning 4060
40 60 cents per page
photography digital orders
microfiliming prices vary also available
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
lundquist john
orientalia
in treasures of the new york public
190 219 new york HN abrams 1988
library 190219
other relevant information
new york public librarys
Lib rarys spencer collection is a separate collection
pertaining to which please see new york public library manuscript spencer
collection

new york public library manuscript spencer collection
address
contact person

room 3308
5th
ath ave at 42nd st new york NY 100
10018
18 USA
085th
robert rainwater
phone 212
930 0817 fax 212
930 0530
2129300817
2129300530
E mail spnrefgnvpl
spnrefamlorg org
email
orr

collection size
books & manuscripts ca 1500 titles
material availability for researchers viewingexaination
available by appointment only hours are tuesday through saturday
pra to 545 pm A card of admission is required
100 pm
collection description
spencer C
ol lection consists of illustrated books manuscripts and bindings
collection
dating from loth century to present day japanese material is one subset of
the entire collection
printed catalogs of relevant titles
none the japanese prints are indexed in a card file housed in the print
collection
possibility of material reproduction
no photocopy librarys
Lib rarys homepage httpwwwpyplorg
http wwwnvpl org
orr may be consulted
for information concerning types and prices of reproduction including
photography scanning and digitizing
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new york public library miriam and ira D wallach division of art prints and photographs print
collection see new york public library print collection
new york public library print collection
address
contact person

room 3308 5th
100
ath ave at 42nd st new york NY 10018
loo 18 USA
roberta waddell
phone 212
930 0530
930 0817 fax 212
2129300817
2129300530
mail prnrefknyplorg
E
prnrefnyplorg
email

collection size

books & manuscripts more than 30 titles
single sheet items ca 2000 titles
material availability for researchers Viewing
viewingexamination
Examination
available the print collection is open tuesday through saturday 100 pm
to 545 pm A card of admission is required and can be obtained from the
office of special collections room 316 no appointments are necessary
collection description
the print collection is a comprehensive collection numbering approximately
180000 prints of these about 2000 are japanese prints primarily from the
charles stewart smith collection given to the library in 1901
ukiyoye prints formed by captain frank brinkley given to
major collection of ukiyoe
the library in 1901 by charles stewart smith with an emphasis on bijinga
the collection includes 133 utamaro
Ut amaro with additional strong holdings by eishi
hosada
omasu harunobu
hisada as well as fine examples by kiyonobu Kiy
kiyomasu
kiyomasa
kiyomitsu shunman buncho
usal
usai shunsho Sharaku
koryusai
bunchb
kory5sai
bencho Kory
sharaku
sharaka and Hokusai
hokusai
more recent additions include acquisitions from the ledoux collection
usai as well as a first edition of
utamaro
Ut amaro choki Shu
hokusai
shunei
nei and Hok
shinei
Hiros
higes fifty three stations of the tomaido
hiroshiges
To
kaldo
kaido
t6kaidw
also significant holdings
tokaido
ofsurimono
of
suriinono
printed catalogs of relevant titles
supensa
Sor imachi shigeo
sorimachi
Kore kushon za
zo nihon eiribon oyobi
supensd
oyebi ehon
supenia korekushon
z5
mokuroku
mo kuroku
catalogue of japanese illustrated books and manuscripts
nu scripts in the
ma
nuscripts
spencer collection of the new york public library t6ky6k5buns61978
bunso 1978
kobunso
tokyo Ko
new york public library manuscript spencer collection
dictionary
catalog and sheif
illus
illusrated
rated books and
sheaf
sheir list of the spencer collection of illustrated
shelf
any
and pine
manuscripts andrine
japanese books
fine bindings boston GK hall 1971
andfine
and manuscripts listed at the end of
lofv
v 2
ofv
mitchell charles H the illustrated books of the nanga maruyama shijo
and other related schools of japan a biobibliography
los angeles
Daw
sons book shop 1972
dawsons
not everything listed in the book is at NYPL
lawsons
possibility of material reproduction
no photocopy very limited microfilm
Lib rarys homepage
librarys

httpwwwnyplorg
httpwwwuplorg may be consulted for information
options and prices
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
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on photography

public library

new york oxford university press 1986

new york public library spencer collection see new york public library manuscript
spencer collection

newark museum
contact person

valrae raynolds
phone 973
596 6660
9735966660
mail mhardisonanewarkmuseumorg
E
mhardisongnewarkmuseumorg
email
collection size
books 200 vols
single sheet items 1000 sheets
collection description
ukiyoye
ukiyoe prints and related books mainly acquired in 1909

online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
RLIN
RUN
OPAC

printed catalogs of relevant titles

okada barbra teri and valrae reynolds japan the enduring heritage
newark NJ newark museum 1983
olson eleanor the museum newark NJ newark museum 1953
newark museum association newark museum see newark museum

ohio state university libraries
address
contact person

1858

neil ave mall columbus OH 43210
1216 USA
432101216

maureen donovan
phone 614
292 3502
6142923502
mail donovan 1I kosuedu
E
edu
du
osuedu
email
osue
kosu
collection size
books 18 titles
manuscripts 27 titles
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination
some are available some are processing
collection description
miscellaneous works received through purchase or as gift
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
OPAC

httihlibralyohio
httplibraryohio stateedusearch

possibility of material reproduction
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through the rare book departments procedures
pacific asia museum

address
contact person

46 N

los robles ave pasadena

CA 91101
glio1
9110

USA

marcia page collections manager
phone 626
626 449 2754
449 2742 ext 17 fax 6264492754
6264492742
mpagegpacificasiamuseumorg
mail mpageapacificasiamuseumorg
E
email
collection size
books 15 vols
single sheet items ca 221 sheets
Examination
viewingexamination
material availability for researchers Viewing
researchers may access these materials by making a reservation with the
collections manager
collection description
prints are by Hok
Ut amaro
okuni eishi and utamaro
usai hiroshige harunobu Toy
toyokuni
hokusai
tomokuni
there are three volumes of the hokusai manga series the buddhist
calligraphy is both woodblock
wood block printed and original brushwork there are
two woodblock printed books of patterns one of kimono designs and the other
explaining family crests the map of tokyo is approximately 60 square
when fully unfolded

possibility of material reproduction
many have digital images of the entire work as well as a detail these can be
sent in jpg
ipg format over the internet there is no charge at this time
princeton university gest oriental library and east asian collections see gest oriental
and east asian collections

library

robert roe and nellie canfield blacker library of zoology see blacker wood library of
zoology and ornithology
royal ontario museum HH mu library see HH mu library
rubel
rubei
rub el

asiatic research collection
see eprom
se
efrom
from harvard university arthur M sackler museum rubel asiatic research collection
address
rubel library arthur M sackler museum 485 broadway harvard
contact person
collection size

university cambridge MA 02138 USA
stephen qiao
phone 617
495 0570 fax 6173845925
617 384 5925
6174950570
E
mail
email

sqiaogfasharvardedu

books

8

titles 23 vols
92

Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available in library use only
collection description
established in 1927 the rubel asiatic research collection collects materials
related to asian art in all languages the collection is strong on east asian
buddhist art
mics p aintingcalligraphy and B uddhist
eramics
art history namely b ronze c ceramics
era
librarys
rarys current holdings include 22000 monographs 100 periodicals
the lib
bings and some rare art
rubbings
rub
the special collection of the library includes gubbings
reproductions
panese rare books
japanese
list of Jg
seisho 2 3 5 7 1688
jiseisho
rikkajiseish5
rikka ji
kij
kijinden
inden 1790
kyinden
kinsei ky
klinden
inden 1797
kijinden
ky
kyinden
coku kinsei kij
zoku
klinden
v in 3
heishi kokujikai 1808 44vin3
ikebana
ikebata keiko hyakushu chu
chii
chil ge 1775
kojitsu 8
1836
benken
zenken kojitsu
komitsu
ikkyfl
inkyu kyoka
ikkyu
ky5ka
kyrka mondo zue salhan between 1686 and 1912
banpo
banp5
banao shoga zensho salhan between 1686 and 1912 jo 6 v in 7
online access to relevant bibliographic information
RLIN
RUN
OPAC httplibharvardedu
hqphlibharvardedu
printed catalogs of relevant titles
harvard university fine arts library ed catalog of the rubel
rubei asiatic
research collection harvard university fine arts library london KG
saur 1989 7 v
possibility of material reproduction

photocopying

sackler gallery smithsonian institution see freer gallery of Ar
artarthur
tArthur M sackler gallery
smithsonian institution
smithsonian institution freer gallery of ArtArthur M sackler gallery see freer gallery of
Ar
artarthur
tArthur M sackler gallery smithsonian institution

spencer collection see new york public library manuscript spencer collection
spencer museum of art see helen foresman spencer museum of art

stanford university
address

1h
ah
4th
ath
meyer
east asia library
library 4 floor stanford university libraries
stanford CA 94305
3106 USA
943053106

93

94305 3106 USA
stanford CA 943053106
contact person
naomi kotake
phone 650
725 3437
6507253437
mail kotakegstanfordedu
E
kotakeflstanfordedu
email
collection size
books 540 titles 2400 vols
Examination
viewingexamination
material availability for researchers Viewing
available
collection description
published
ublished iin the late 18th and early
ol lection 0ofwoodblock
A c ollection
f w oodblock print b ooks p ublished
19th centuries
the collection mainly consists of illustrated books on
ky okun
kyokuo
qy5kun
literature waka yomihon
yo mihon gokan etc arts and manuals education kyokun
mono etc as well as geography
oraimono
5raimono
oral
orai
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC brief in process records
RLIN brief in process records
RUN
OPAC brief in process records
ittphsocratesstai ifordedu
httpsocratesstanfordedu
printed catalogs of relevant titles
sutana
odo daigaku faba kenkyujo
Kenkyujo east asian collection
kenkyiijo
sutanf
sutanfodo
kasuya hiroki
gobun
76 78 mar june nov 1990
hanpon mokuroku
zo edo
mo kuroku
jidai
hanponmokuroku
edojidai
cobun 7678
fidai canpon
possibility of material reproduction
the east asia library has not made rules for reproduction yet
1

united states congress library see library of congress
united states library of congress see library of congress
united states national library of medicine see national library of medicine US
university of british columbia george beans collection see george beans collection
university of british columbia rare books and special collections george beans collection see
george beans collection

university of california berkeley east asian library
address

east asian library 208 durant hall university of california berkeley CA
94720

contact person

USA

hisayuki ishimatsu
phone 510
643 0656 fax
5106430656
94

510
642 3817
5106423817

yishimatfauibraryberkeleyedu
libra ryberkeleyedu
Yish
yishimato
imatOilbra
nishimato
collection size
books 5000 titles
manuscripts
2900 titles
single sheet items 2700 titles
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available with restrictions fee required requests reviewed case by case
please contact the library
collection description
canpon
hand copied books manuscripts maps
hanpon printed books shahon handcopied
rub
rubbings
bings etc
scrolls screens gubbings
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC maps only
RLIN maps only
httphsunsite2berkelgyedu8000
httpsunsite2berkeleyedu8000
OPAC maps only
printed catalogs of relevant titles
canpon shomoku
shotoku
oka masahiko et al eds mitsui bunko kyuzo edo hanpon
bdkurjk5
shoz5
reko shozo
edo printed books at berkeley
bakureko
kariforunia daigaku Baku
shob6 1990
shobo
tokyo yumani
dumani shoba
kuroku k6
ka
Baku reko kyu mitsui bunko shahon mo
mokuroku
bakureko
kariforunia daigaku bdkurka
yokan bunken Shi
shiryobu
ryobu chosa kenkyu
kokubungaku kenryu
shiryokan
shiry5bu
shiry5kan
h5koku
kenkya
kenkyfi Shir
kenryu hokoku
kenkyu
hotoku 5
shl
261
340 mar 1984
261340
koky6
hokan zo kokyo
kariforunia daigaku higashi ajia Tos
okuda isao
toshokan
kore kushon mo
korekushon
mokuroku
kuroku ko
catalogue of the old sutra collection in east
seishin joshi daigaku ronso 94
asian library university of california
I1ili
11- 171 jan 2000
111
111171
iii
possibility of material reproduction
with restrictions fee required request may be reviewed case by case
please contact the library
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
university of california berkeley east asian library japanese historical
maps oakland calif UC regents 2002
http www davidrumsey
david rumsey comi apan
bttpwwwdavidrumseycomj
van
uan
adan
E mail
email

university of california berkeley east asiatic library see university of california berkeley

east asian library
university of california los angeles
address

richard C rudolph east asian library 21617 young research library box
951575 los angeles CA 900951575
90095 1575 USA
077
louise M darling biomedical library history & special collections 12
12077
center for the health sciences box 951798 los angeles CA 900951798
90095 1798

USA
department of special collections a1713 young research library box
95

951575

los angeles

1575
CA 90095
900951575

USA

contact persons

toshie marra east asian library
phone 310
310 206 4960
825 2765 fax
3102064960
3108252765
amarra
E mail tmarralibraryuclaedu
tmarra libralyuclaedu
email
katharine ES donahue biomedical library
phone 310
825 0465
285 6940 fax 310
3102856940
3108250465
kdonahuelibraryuclaedu
1ibrgauclaedu
E
mail kdonahueq
email
genie guerard dept of special collections
phone 310
825 2422 fax 310
206 1864
3102061864
3108252422
E mail gguerardglibralyuclaedu
gguerardlibraryuclaedu
email

collection size

books

1044 titles 3245 vols

manuscripts 229 titles 444 vols
single sheet items 56 titles 208 sheets
the figures given here are exclusively for materials produced before 1868
titles
tities
titlesof
of printed books and
the university library system holds over 40 more tit
manuscripts dating from the early meiji period
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available it is recommended that researchers who wish to examine any of
the japanese rare materials held by the university library system make
appointments in advance as many of these items are kept at a remote storage

lesof

collection description

the universitys collection of japanese rare materials was largely built in the
1950s and early 1960s by dr richard C rudolph an emeritus professor of
of east asian languages and cultures and his colleague
prof ensho ashikaga these materials are owned by three libraries east
asian library biomedical library and the dept of special collections
rarys holdings are particularly strong in buddhism and
librarys
the east asian Lib
illustrated books many of these books originally belonged to prof shoun
toganoo 1881
1953
an internationally renowned scholar of esoteric
18811953
buddhism and mr julian wright a school teacher in the los angeles area
the dept

respectively

the

books manuscripts and prints held by the biomedical
library are concentrated on the subject areas of medicine and natural history
the dept of special collections holds close to 200 items of printed maps
collection 1013 990 box 25 and some refined illustrated materials

collection 170
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC regarding the holdings of the biomedical library online catalog
information is available for most of printed materials but not for
manuscript sprints
manuscriptsprints
OPAC httpwwwlibraryuclaedu
httpwwwlibrmuclaedu

printed catalogs of relevant titles
suzuki jun and mihoko miki comps catalog of rare japanese materials
at the university of california los angeles richard C rudolph east asian
library bibliographic series no 4 tokyo tosui
chobo
shob6
shoba 2000
t6sui
tosei shobo
possibility of material reproduction
96

sixty six items of manuscripts and rare printed books from the toganoo
kenmitsu tenseki
kenmitsu
Korekushon kenmotsu
collection are photo reproduced in the toganoo korekushon
otherwise p hotoduplicationdigital imaging services
shusei 13 v
monjo shusel
micro filming and digitizing are conditionally
photocopying photography microfilming
offered for the personal use of researchers with charges
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
kenmotsu
ken mitsu tenseki monjo shusei
Korekushon kenmitsu
mori shigeki ed toganoo korekushon
13 v
Shupp ansha 1981
tokyo
t6ky5 hirakawa shuppansha
other relevant information
aterials
aterials t he E ast asian
ac simlie
simile e editions
ditions 0 fpp re meiji r are in materials
As t 0 m odem facsimile
Fuku seikai sosho tokyo
library holds most of the volumes of kisho fukuseikai
39 54
37 3954
1942
287 v in 468 UCLA holdings v 1137
Beizando 1918
19181942
beizand6
beizando
bel
122 287
120 122287
56
56120
1861
hausken papers 1855
18551861
the dept of special collections holds henry heusken
1 98
which includes a diary of visit to japan with original ink
collection 198
drawings by henn
henni
Heuskens who was secretary and interpreter for
beuskens
henri CJ heuskens
1855 1892 collection 839
townsend harris townsend harris papers 18551892
which consists of a microfilm copy of the original diary and letters of
townsend harris the first US consul to japan from the original manuscript
at the college of the city of new york and two old colored maps of japan
beache philippe carte des terres aux environs du japon ou du nord est de
buache
ex
lam6rique
lamerique extralite
japonaise de
auest de iamerique
extraite
lasie
iasie et du nord ouest
irsle
irsie
traite dune carte japonaise
puniverse
Pun
kcempfer et deposee
deposed dans ie cabinet de
dipos6e
iuniverse
iverse apportee
ap
dejeu
jeu
apport6e
portee en europe par klempfer
feu
mr hans sloane paris academic des sciences 1753 collection 990 box
35
hawes AGS descriptive map showing the treaty limits around
yokohama including the province of sagami & &portions
musasi
portions of
kai
kal idzu misasi
ofkai
saruga london james wyld 1867 collection 990 box 17
& suruga

university of chicago east asian library
1100 east 57th st chicago IL 60637 USA
Okuizumi
eizaburo okuizumi
phone 773
702 8434 fax
773
702 6623
7737026623
7737028434
oku4guchicagoedu
E
mail oku4uchicagoedu
email
collection size
books 140 titles 544 vols
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available by appointment

address
contact person

collection description
mainly literature biography and fine arts books
illustrations sketches and drawings
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
RLIN
OPAC partially

httpwwwlibuchicagoedu
97

most titles have

printed catalogs of relevant titles
and its
chicago
icago
fand
catalogs of the far eastern library university of ch
icaco dand
30 vols
1973 1981
supplement
boston GK hall 19731981
possibility of material reproduction
permission on a case by case basis generally not allowed for photocopying
or scanning but taking pictures of the selected pages for academic and
research purpose
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
bibbio
biblio studies and roots of the tale of ise and other
Okuizumi
okuizumi eizaburo
japanese language rare books in the university of chicago library
schuppan
kenkyu
211 1998 text in japanese with english abstract
kenryu 29 185
shuppan kenkyfi
185211
other relevant information
laufer berthold descriptive account of the collection of chinese tibetan
mongol and japanese books in the newberry library chicago newberry

library 1913
university of hawaii at manoa library
address
contact person

2550

the mall honolulu HI 96822 USA

tokiko Y bazzell
phone 808
956 2315 fax 808
956 5968
8089562315
8089565968
E
mail tokikoghawaiiedu
email
tokikokhawaiiedu

collection size

books ca 131 titles ca 330 vols
manuscripts ca 121 titles ca 218 vols
single sheet items ca 111
ill titles ca 136 sheets
Examination
material availability for researchers Viewing
viewingexamination
available by appointment in advance for some special collections such as the
Hawley collections available from all closed shelved general
Sakamaki
sakamakihawley
collections

collection description
Okinawa sakamaki collection on
frank hawley collection on Ryukyu
ryukyuokinawa
ukiyoye
Ryukyu Okinawa some donated Woodblock
general
ryukyuokinawa
woodblock prints ukiyoe
collections on culture and history during edo
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC partially
RLIN partially
OPAC partially

httphuhmanoalibhawaiiedu
httpuhmanoalibhawaiiedu

printed catalogs of relevant titles
matsui masato ryukyu an annotated bibliography honolulu center for
asian and pacific studies council for japanese studies university of hawaii
1981

sakamaki shunzo
ryukyuan
an research resources at the university of
Ryukyu
hawaii honolulu social science research institute university of hawaii
1965
98

possibility of material reproduction
some are reproducible photocopying from microfilm 010
0.10
010 if microfilms
photocopying from the original if the condition of the original is
available
sibie
sible 025
0.25
permissible
pennis
025 permitted with some restrictions digital camera free
aisher own camera scanning is not allowed
if a re questor brings hisher
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
many individual articles some reproductions with articles
shoseki 1982
honpo
honp6 Shoseki
borel
borei
horel sokan tokyo hoipo
other relevant information
it is very difficult to determine what is rare how to count single sheets how to
count even titles some old books are combined as one with different titles
cappon
gap
gappon
pon some single sheet items are bound as if they look like a book some
books share the same title but slightly different contents etc since the items
Sakamaki Hawley collection are not
in the library special collection sakamakihawley
cataloged the library used its possible interpretations for these difficult items
therefore the numbers cited above are not definitive rather approximate
numbers

university of illinois at urbana champaign
address
contact person

1408

EL 61801 USA
west gregory drive urbana IL

setsuko noguchi
phone 2172449424
217 244 9424 fax 2173332214
217 333 2214
oguchi uiucedu
enoguchifluiucedu
E mail en
email
collection size
books ca 130 titles ca 950 vols
6 titles
manuscripts
single sheet items 15 titles
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination
users can viewexamine
view examine books in the rare book room & special collection
collection description
most of the librarys
Lib rarys japanese rare books are from joseph K yamagiwa
collection and are stored in the rare book room and special collection
the collection contains many books of the dictionary and encyclopedia type
some sacred books are manuscripts
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OPAC minimum data only
httphwwwlibralyuiuceducatalog
httpwwwlibraryuiuceducatalog
possibility of material reproduction
the materials are available for reproduction under the conditions of rare
book room and special collection users are able to use materials only in
rare book room and special collection and reproductive actions should be
done under the Lib
librarys
rarys conditions

university of kansas helen foresman spencer museum of art see helen foresman spencer
99

museum of art
university of kansas spencer museum of art see helen foresman spencer museum of art

university of massachusetts at amherst
address
contact person

WEB du bois library amherst

01003 4710
MA 010034710

USA

sharon domier
phone 413
545 2728 fax 4135456494
413 545 6494
4135452728
sdomier5jibraryumassedu
sudomier
mail sdomier
E
email
libemumassedu
collection size
books & manuscripts ca 300 titles
single sheet items 30 titles
material availability for researchers Viewing
Examination
viewingexamination
information about the policies is found at URL

httpwwwlibraryumasseduspcollpolhtml
httpwwwlibrmumasseduspcollpolhtml
collection description

the materials

are part of the benjamin smith lyman collection they are
materials that lyman a mining engineer and geologist collected he did
surveys of hokkaido
Hokkaido and other northern territories
he collected maps
scientific papers and a nice collection of japanese literature the bulk of the
collection is from late edo to 1870 and there are some very nice pieces for
details please see

httpwwwlibrarvumassedusubiecteasianlymanhtm
httpwwwlibralyumassedusubjecteasianlymanhtm

for special collections please see
httpwwwlibraryumasseduspcollspechtml
httpwwwlibrggumasseduspcollspechtml
online access to relevant bibliographic information
infonnation
OCLC
CJK
OPAC IH
IHCJK

httpumlibrlibrmumassedu1080
httpumlibrlibraryumassedu 1080

printed catalogs of relevant titles
there is a rather detailed finding aid for the archival materials
possibility of material reproduction
the dept of special collections and archives will make arrangements for
reproductions information about the departments policies is found at URL

httphwwwlibrqaumasseduspcollpolhtml
httpwwwlibraryumasseduspcollpolhtml
university of north carolina at chapel hill ackland art museum see ackland art museum
university of pittsburgh east asian library
address
contact person

hilleman
Hilll man library university of pittsburgh pittsburgh PA 15260
207d hilllman

USA
sachie noguchi
phone 412
648 8842 fax
4126488842
100

412 648 7683
4126487683

mail
E
email

noguchigpittedu
noguchipittedu

books 1 title 7 vols
collection size
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
Viewing Examination
available however the item is in the closed collection so researchers have
to come to the library
collection description
traditional medicine
orientaltraditional
this book is on oriental
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
RLIN
RUN
OPAC

httphpittcatpittedu
httppittcatpittedu

possibility of material reproduction
photocopying at present

7 cents

per copy

university of pittsburgh university libraries east asian library see university of pittsburgh

east asian library
university of texas at austin
address
contact person

8916 USA
787138916
PO box P austin TX 78713
meng fen su
phone 512
495 4323
5124954323
msugmailutexasedu
E
mail msufqmailutexasedu
email
books ca 75 titles ca 190 vols of those published before 1900

collection size
material availability for researchers Viewing
viewingexamination
Examination
available
collection description
y5gaku
yosaku
yog aku
the majority is related to meiji restoration and western studies yogaku
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC rare materials not yet cataloged
OPAC littputdirectutexasedulibutnetcat
httputdirectutexasedulibutnetcav

possibility of material reproduction
will be considered case by case may do photocopies photographs slides
scans and transparencies fee is charged

university of washington east asia library
address
contact person

gowen hall box 353527 seattle WA 981956308
98195 6308 USA
keiko yokota carter japanese studies librarian
phone 206
543 7051 fax 206
2065437051
685 8049
2066858049
E mail
email

collection size

kyokotauwashingtonedu
kvokotauwashingtonedu

unknown
101

collection description
unknown number of printed books manuscripts and art materials

some

materials on kabuki
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
OPAC httpcataloglibwashingtonedusearch

university of washington marian gould galagher law library see marian gould gallagher

law

library
university of washington school of law marian gould gallagher law library see marian gould

gallagher law library
university of wisconsin madison elvehjem museum of art see elvehjem museum of art
university of wisconsin madison kohler art library see kohler art library

washington university saint louis mo
address

washington university campus box 1061 one brookings drive st louis
MO 63130

contact person

USA

haruko nakamura
phone 3149355155
314 935 5155 fax 314
935 7505
3149357505
hnakamurglibrakywustledu
E mail hnakamuralibrarywustledu
email
collection size
books 15 titles 34 vols
material availability for researchers Viewing
Examination
viewingexamination
available
collection description
Lib rarys rare book collection is small but rather unique
the librarys

some of them

are undergoing processing and waiting to be cataloged the rare books are
mainly related to fine arts they include hokusai manga japanese swords
and armor such as token zuko
zuka anto
anta zushiki
zu shiki koto
fushiki
meishfiroku
meishuroku
kota meishuroku
the
majority of the collection was donated by thomas temple hoops the curator
of the st louis art museum during the 1970s
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC
OPAC httpcatalo
httpcatalogwustledusearch
some bibliographic information is not accessible via online

possibility of material reproduction
not possible
102

wason collection
see eprom
cornell university library wason collection
se
efrom
from comell
address
contact persons

collection size

cornell university ithaca NY 14853 USA
kroch library comell
fred kotas
phone 607
255 39798503 fax 6072558438
607 255 8438
60725539798503
E mail jffjk2cornelledu
k22ccornelledu
email
yayoi koizumi
ornel
E mail yk234a
ornelledu
ledu
email
vk234comelledu
books ca 3800 vols
173

manuscripts
ca 600 vols
single sheet items ca 2500 sheets
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
available for reviewing and studying locally in the rare book reading room
in kroch library
collection description
are b ook
aat the wason collection consists roughly of
ook material
panese r are
A ja
japanese
aderial
in
aterial
two separate collections the griffith collection and the maeda collection a
recent purchase
the former collection consists of ca 500 rare titles
donated by the rev william E griffith to comell
cornell library in 1916
materials are largely from the meiji restoration period around 1868 and
deal with topography novels historyhistoriography
history historiography womans
comans life songs and
illustrated editions among others the oldest book in this collection dates
d ates
from the 1630s the latter maeda collection is a private library of the late
literary critic and scholar maeda ai and is very strong in literature especially
rare and early translations of western works into japanese social history
political thought film and theater literary theory and various aspects of
popular and local culture
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC not the primary cataloging tool
RLIN the griffith collection is fully catalogued
cataloguer
catalo gued whereas the maeda
collection is still in process
catalog library cornei
OPAC hltpwww
httpwwwcataloglibrarycomelledu
cornel
cornelledu
ledu
printed catalogs of relevant titles
1
ishikawa kazuo
the rev william elliot griffis collection of old
japanese books at comell
ithaca cornell university center for
cornell
international studies 1978
2 perushek DE ed with the assistance of howard curtis kazuo ishikawa
and alan wolfe the griffis collection of japanese books an annotated
bibliography ithaca china japan program cornell university 1982
no printed catalog of the maeda collection yet
possibility of material reproduction
depending on the nature and the condition of the materials filming
photocopying and scanning is possible all subject to the guidelines of
corneals
cornells
Cor
nells dept of rare and manuscripts
103

publications on the collection beyond catalogs
acquiring the maeda collection
kotas fred

kaleidoscope

668
8

jan

1997

yale art gallery see yale university
yale university
address
contact person
collection size
collection description

art gallery

art gallery

chapel st new haven CT 06520 USA
sadako ohki assistant curator of asian art
phone 203
432 6955 fax 203
432 8150
2034328150
2034326955
sadakoohkiyaleedu
E
mail sadakoohkigyaleedu
email
15 sheets
1015
single sheet items 10
1111

majority of prints from edo period but 20th century prints increasing many
with attributable qualities some by unknown artists and ages
online access to relevant bibliographic information

none
other information about items is available in the museum system TMS
in
house relational database and the gallery is in the process of making some
inhouse
works for public access by the end of 2003
printed catalogs of relevant titles
no major print catalog available either brochures or a part of yales collection
catalogs
publications on the collection beyond catalogs
handbook of the collections yale university art gallery

new haven yale

university art gallery 1992
wright suzanne E and melissa walt thompson working in the floating
world a brochure of exhibition at yale university art gallery YUAG may
6 june 15 1986 new haven yale university art gallery 1986
goodwin shauna J the shape of chic fashion and hairstyles
floating
thefloating
hair styles in the
world a brochure of exhibition at yale university art gallery march 18 may
new haven yale university art gallery 1986
4 1986
cunningham louisa the spirit ofplace
of place japanese paintings and prints of
the sixteenth through nineteenth centuries new haven yale university art
erys collection
gallery 1984
gallerys
this includes four works from the Gall
lee george J selected far eastern art in the yale university art gallery
new haven yale university press 1970

yale university east asia library
address

sterling memorial library PO box 208240 new haven CT 06520
8240
065208240
104

contact persons

USA
ellen hammond
phone 203
203 432 8527
432 1791 fax 2034328527
2034321791
qy nale
edu
yale
hammond ay
elien
ellen
ellenhammond
yaleedu
E mail eilen
ellenhammondjzyaleedu
naie
email

mitsuko ichinose
phone 203
432 8527
432 8217 fax 203
2034328527
2034328217
ichinose 2cyaleedu
mail mitsukoichinose
mitsuko
E
mitsukoichinosejzyaleedu
email
collection size
books 945 titles 3163 vols
manuscripts
886 titles 1250 vols
single sheet items 29 titles 39 sheets
Viewing Examination
material availability for researchers viewingexamination
most 0 f tt hese rare
aterials aare
ept ii n the beinecke rare book and
ook rn
re k ept
materials
are bbook
aterials
manuscript library procedures for gaining entry to the beinecke can be
found on its web site at
visihtm
httpwwwlibraryyaleedubeineckebrblvisihtm
httpwwwlibraryyaleedubeineckebrbi
items not kept in the beinecke are found in sterling memorial library since
they are housed in various parts of the building it is recommended that prior
contact be made with east asia library staff to verify location information
about obtaining access to sterling is available at

httpwwwlibraryvaleeducircprivlegshtml
httpwwwlibrmyaleeducircprivlegshtml
collection description
rare materials owned by yale university are part of two
distinct collections these collections the japanese manuscript collection
and the yale association of japan collection are both held in the beinecke
rare book and manuscript library along with a small number of other works
from japan such as a book from the jesuit mission press the rare
kirishitan ban from 1610 known as the floscule
Flos culi A much smaller and
flosculi
diverse assortment of rare materials are held in sterling memorial library and
include edo period maps and guides ehon such as the hokusai manga and
other primarily 19th century printed books
the japanese manuscript collection was acquired by kanichi asakawa the
first curator of the yale east asian collection during a buying trip in
1906
1907
19061907
in certain respects these materials complement the collection of
manuscripts in the library of congress since asakawa was purchasing
materials for LC during the same trip all of the works pertaining to
buddhism and the history of japanese thought were allocated to LC while
yales purchases related to the study of medieval history including such topics
as the legal system military and commercial law martial arts and foreign
affairs
while many of the manuscripts in the collection are originals
approximately sixty works were transcribed for yale from originals or good
copies the entire collection consists of over 700 titles in 1200 volumes and
dates from the 17th to the early 20th century
the yale association of japan collection was assembled in the 1930s by
university of tokyo historian katsumi kurpita
kuroita and presented to yale by the
association in 1934 it contains approximately 350 items ranging from

the majority of
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manuscripts sutras
butras calligraphy and books to maps and art objects and was
selected with the goal of illustrating the development of japanese culture it
includes materials dating from the 8th
ath century to the 20th century the
ath century printed
collection includes the famous hyakumanto
hyakumant5 dharani 8th
sutras
bodaiji dating from 1055 original records of
butras original documents from todaiji
t6daiji
ofhideyoshi
nishi kamo compiled by order of
the cadastral survey of
ofnishi
hideyoshi in 1586
and 1589 a collection of Te
tekagami containing calligraphy samples from
kagami
famous people produced between the 8th
ath and 17th centuries three copies of
ise monogatari
monog atari dating from the 15th to the 17th centuries and 12th century
hokeky5 written in gold on indigo paper it also includes
copies of the hokekyo
5raibon including a 17th century teikin
examples of oraibon
feikin arai
orai meisho zue nara
oral
ehon and many other genres A detailed description of each item in the
collection is contained in the book catalog cited below
online access to relevant bibliographic information
OCLC partially but not for beinecke holdings
RLIN partially but not for beinecke holdings
RUN
OPAC partially but not for beinecke holdings
http www library yale
vaie
vale edu
httpwwwlibrmyaleedu
printed catalogs of relevant titles
catalogue of books manuscripts and other articles of literary artistic and
historical interest illustrative of the culture and civilization of old japan
tokyo yale association of japan 1934
asakawa kanichi gifts of the yale association of japan new haven

sn

1945

kore kushon mokuroku
zo
daigaku za
mo kuroku
monjoe korekushon
kokubungaku
z6 nihon monjoo
Shi
Shir
kenkyig
kenkyu
yokan bunken shiry5bu
31 93 and
kenoya shiry5kan
kenkya
shiryokan
kenryu
shiryobu
shlryobu chosa kenkyu
kenryu hokoku
h5koku
hotoku 1111
2nd
3193
II
leru
ieru
ieru
leru

group
1990
group1990

possibility of material reproduction
Micro
filming photocopying and digitization are possible at the beinecke
microfilming

library

fees are listed on its web site

publications on the collection beyond catalogs

kaneko hideo
kanichi asakawa and the yale university library
committee on east asian libraries bulletin 75 2232
22 32 oct 1984
eru
em daigaku Tos
hokan zo nara ehon ise monogatari
monog atari
toshokan
kokubungaku
kenkyfi
kenkyu
yokan ho 16 1155 1981
shiryokan
shiry5kan
kenryu Shir
yale university library gazette 59 apr
marginalia
kaneko hideo
aar
180
1985
177
177180
this article describes the donations of an additional
hyakumanto
hyakumant5 dharani and the floscule
Flos
culi jesuit press book to yale
flosculi
INDEX
ackland art museum 7071
70 71
american university washington DC
library 71
73
art institute of chicago 72
7273
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arthur M sackler museum
rubel asiatic research collection see rubel asiatic research collection
1873 1948 85 105
asakawa kanichi 18731948
ashikaga ensho 96
asian art museum of san francisco
C laan chun library see C laan chun library
beans collection see george beans collection
beans george library see george beans collection
benjamin smith lyman collection 100
74
blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology 73
7374
brigham young university
harold B lee library see harold B lee library
brinkley frank captain 90
brown louise norton 72
C laan chun library 74
75
7475
76
CV starr east asian library columbia university 75
7576
charles stewart smith collection 96 see also smith charles stewart
cleveland museum of art
ingalls library see ingalls library
columbia university
stair
stait east asian library see CV starr east asian library columbia university
CV starr
cornell university
comell
library
wason collection see wason collection
wason collection see wason collection
77
denver art museum 76
7677
denver museum of art see denver art museum
elvehjem museum of art 77
emma shearer wood library of ornithology see blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology
frank hawley collection 98
78
freer gallery of ArtArthur M sackler gallery smithsonian institution 77
7778
gallagher law library see marian gould gallagher law library
george beans collection 79
gest oriental library and east asian collections 79
80
7980
gookin frederick william 72
griffith collection 103
104 see also griffith william E
103104
griffith william E 103 see also griffith collection
HH mu library 80
harold B lee library
81
asian collection 80
8081
harvard university
arthur M sackler museum see rubel asiatic research collection
library
benching library see harvard yenching
harvard yenching
benching library
yenching library 81
82
harvard benching
8182
hawley collection see frank hawley collection
hawley frank library see frank hawley collection
83
helen foresman spencer museum of art 82
8283
hoops thomas temple 103
ingalls library 83
joseph K yamagiwa collection 99
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katzoff lionel private collector 84
kohler art library 84
kurpita
1874 1946 105
kuroita
oita katsumi 18741946
Kur
ledoux collection 90
leland stanford junior university see stanford university
84 86
library of congress 8486
86 87
los angeles county museum of art 8687
1920 library see benjamin smith lyman collection
18351920
lyman benjamin smith 1835
maeda collection 103 see also maeda ai 1932
maeda al
ai 1932 103 see also maeda collection
marian gould gallagher law library 87
mcgill university
blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology see blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology
jund6
junda fl 1818
1868
nanayama
18181868
ayama jundo
1868 see
Nan
ee nanayama
hanayama
Nan ayama hiroshi fl 1818
18181868
hanayama
nanayama
junda fl 1818
jund6
1868 88
18181868
Nan ayama jundo
hanayama
national library of medicine US
history of medicine division 88
new york public library
89
8889
humanities and social sciences library 88
manuscript
spencer collection 89
miriam and ira D wallach division of art prints and photographs
print collection see new york public library print collection
print collection 90
spencer collection see new york public library manuscript spencer collection
newark museum 91
newark museum association newark museum see newark museum
noyes crosby stuart 18251908
1825 1908 85
ohio state university
libraries 91
pacific asia museum 92
princeton university
gest oriental library and east asian collections see gest oriental library and east asian collections
robert roe and nellie canfield blacker library of zoology see blacker wood library of zoology and ornithology
royal ontario museum
HH mu library see HH mu library
92 93
rubel asiatic research collection 9293
rudolph richard C 96
ryerson collection 72 see also ryerson martin 1856
1932
18561932
ryerson martin 1856
1932 72 see also ryerson collection
18561932
sackler gallery smithsonian institution see freer gallery of Ar
tArthur M sackler gallery smithsonian institution
sakamaki collection 98
99
9899
sakamaki shunzo 1906 library see sakamaki collection
sakanishi shiho 1896 85
smith charles stewart 90 see also charles stewart smith collection
smithsonian institution
freer gallery of Ar
tArthur M sackler gallery see freer gallery of Ar tArthur M sackler gallery smithsonian
institution
spencer collection see new york public library manuscript spencer collection
spencer museum of art see helen foresman spencer museum of art
spinks collection 71
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93 9494
stanford university 939494
toganoo
Toganoo shoun 96
toganoosh6un96
united states
congress
library see library of congress
library of congress see library of congress
national library of medicine see national library of medicine US
university of british columbia
george beans collection see george beans collection
rare books and special collections
george beans collection see george beans collection
university of california berkeley
east asian library 9495
94 95
east asiatic library see university of california berkeley east asian library
97
university of california los angeles 95
9597
university of chicago
97 98
east asian library 9798
university of hawaii at manoa
99
library 98
9899
university of illinois at urbana champaign 99
university of kansas
helen foresman spencer museum of art see helen foresman spencer museum of art
spencer museum of art see helen foresman spencer museum of art
university of massachusetts at amherst 100
university of north carolina at chapel hill
ackland art museum see ackland art museum
university of pittsburgh
101
10
east asian library 100100101
loi1
university libraries
east asian library see university of pittsburgh east asian library
101
university of texas at austin 10
loi1
university of washington
101
east asia library 10
loi1 102
marian gould galagher law library see marian gould gallagher law library
school of law
marian gould gallagher law library see marian gould gallagher law library
university of wisconsin madison
elvehjem museum of art see elvehjem museum of art
kohler art library see kohler art library
103
washington university saint louis mo 102
102103
wason collection 103
104
103104
wright julian 96
yale art gallery see yale university art gallery
yale association of japan collection 105
106
105106
yale university
art gallery 104
east asia library 104
106
104106
shimi 1906 library see joseph K yamagiwa collection
yamagiwa joseph K joseph Ko
hoshimi
koshimi
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